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1 Claim. (Cl. 273-ll48) 

This invention relates to an improvement in counting 
boards and deals particularly with a multiple [game count 
ing board device which may serve as a counting board for 
a plurality of games. 

In card games such as cribbage a counting board is nor 
mally used to disclose the status of the players during the 
progress `of the game. In other games, such as live hun 
dred, bridge, canasta, gin rummy and the like, the score 
is most frequently kept upon a scoring pad of a dispos 
able type. Peg boards may also be conveniently used for 
such games and have the advantage of being reusable. It 
is an object of the present invention to provide a com 
bination game counting board which- may be used with 
any of a number of games and which is properly arranged 
to provide a clear indication of the score of each game 
at all times. Such a device has the advantage of provid 
ing a clear indication of the relative score of the players 
and also has the advantage of being reusable. 
A feature of the present invention resides in the pro 

vision of a game counting board including a box-shaped 
enclosure having a removable top and including compart 
ments designed to contain two decks of cards and a plu 
rality of counting pegs. The enclosure is provided with 
an open top which is normally closed by a top closure 
panel having a series of apertures therethrough into which 
the game pegs or counting pegs may be inserted. The 
apertures in the top panel are arranged in a proper rela 
tion to serve as a convenient means of keeping the score 
of one game, as for example, the game of Cribbage. 
A further feature of the present invention resides in 

the provision of a series of panels of similar size which 
are of proper dimensions to tit within .the enclosure and 
each of which is provided with a series of apertures to 
gether with accompanying indicia to provide a convenient 
means of keeping the score of a particular game. For 
example, one of the panels is provided with counting 
pegs receiving apertures which are arranged to provide a 
simple means of keeping score in the game of bridge. 
Another of the panels is provided with apertures properly 
arranged to provide a simple and effective means of 
counting the game of five hundred. Another panel is 
provided with peg receiving apertures which are arranged 
to provide an effective means of counting the score in the 
game of gin rummy. Another panel is provided which is 
of a similar nature and is provided with apertures ar 
ranged to keep score in the game of canasta. Adjoining 
each of the apertures of each of the panels will be found 
indicia particularly adaptable to the scoring of a particu 
lar game. Thus, the game counter includes counting 
board panels which maybe used in the scoring of any of 
a series of games. As a result, rather than to provide 
separate types of scoring pads for each of the games in 
question, the score of the game may be kept through the 
use of a particular panel particularly designed for that 
game. 
A further feature of the present invention resides in 

the fact that each panel includes a series of spaced pro 
jections on the undersurface thereof and a series of 
sockets on the upper surface thereof. The removable top 
panel of the enclosure is provided with sockets for re 
ceiving the projections of any of the panels, the projec 
tions of all of these additional panels being similarly 
spaced. Furthermore, the sockets of all of the panels are 
spaced similarly to the projections thereof so that all of 
the panels may be secured together in superimposed rela 
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2 
tion and will not slide about when contained within the 
enclosure. 
A further feature of the invention resides in the fact 

that any or all of the panels may be removed from the 
enclosure and mounted upon the removable top panel of 
the enclosure with the panel useful in keeping score of the 
game to be played uppermost. The top panel may ac 
commodate a selected panel for counting the game to be 
played, or all of the panels may be placed in superim 
posed relation on the top panel if it is preferred. 
These and other objects and novel features of the pres 

ent invention will be more clearly and fully set forth in 
the following specification and claim. 

In the drawings forming a part of the specification: 
FIGURE l isa longitudinal sectional view through the 

game counting apparatus in readiness for playing a game. 
FIGURE 2 is a transverse sectional view through the 

center of the apparatus shown in FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 3 is a top plan View of the receptacle with 

the game counting panels and top enclosure panel re 
moved therefrom. 
FIGURE 4 is an elevational View of a type of peg 

which may be employed with the game counting ap 
paratus. 
FIGURE 5 is a top plan View of the game counting 

device. 
FIGURE 6 is a side elevational view of the top cover 

panel of the game playing apparatus. 
FIGURE 7 is a top plan View of one of the auxiliary 

game playing panels which are normally stored within 
the receptacle when they are not in use. 
As is indicated in the drawings, the game counting ap 

paratus is illustrated in general by the letter A and in 
cludes a hollow box-like enclosure which is illustrated in 
general by the numeral 10 and a top closure panel for the 
enclosure 10 which is indicated in ¿general by the numeral 
11. The enclosure 10 is constructed as is best indicated 
indicated in FIGURE 3 of the drawings. The enclosure 
10 includes a bottom panel 12, parallel side walls 13 and 
14 extending upwardly from opposite sides thereof, and 
parallel end walls 15 and 16 extending upwardly from 
opposite ends thereof. The walls 13, 14, 15 and 16 form 
a continuous generally rectangular wall which terminates 
on a common plane. 
A pair of transverse partition walls 17 and `19 extend 

between the side walls 13 and 14 parallel to the end walls 
1S and 16. The side walls 13 and 14, together with the 
partition wall 17 and end wall 15 form a compartment 
20 of proper size to accommodate a deck of cards. These 
side walls 13 and 14, together with the end wall 16 and 
partition wall 19 also form a second compartment 21 
which is of proper size to accommodate a deck of cards. 
Apertures such as 2.2 and 23 are provided in the bottom 
panel 12 of each of the compartments ‘20 and 21 through 
which a finger may be inserted to assist in removing the 
cards from the enclosure. 
A longitudinal partition wall 24 may extend between 

the partition walls 17 and 19 if desired to divide lthe space 
between these partitions linto ltwo separate compartments. 
This center partition 24 may be omitted if desired. The 
space between the side walls 13 and 14 and the partition 
walls 17 and 19 is shown in the drawings as forming corn 
partments 2‘5 and 26 which are designed to accommodate 
the counting pegs used in conjunction with the scoring 
of various games. 
As will be noted from an examination of FIGURES l 

and 2 of the drawings, the partition walls 17, 19 and 24 
extend upwardly from the bottom panel a distance gen 
erally equal to the thickness of decks of cards such as the 
decks B indicated in broken outline in FIGURE 3. These 
partition walls thus may serve as a support for the aux 
iliary game counting panels which will be described. 
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In FIGURES 1 and 2 of the drawings, three auxiliary 
game counting panels 27, 29 and 38 are shown in full 
lines enclosed within the enclosure l@ and resting upon 
the partition walls I7 and 19. A fourth game counting 
panel 3l is shown in full lines resting upon the top cover 
panel 32 and shown in dotted outline enclosed within 
the enclosure. The construction of the top panel 32 is 
best illustrated in FIGURES 5 and 6 of the drawings. As 
will be seen from these iigures, the top panel 32 com 
prises an elongated generally rectangular flat panel hav 
ing an outer shape to conform with the outer shape of 
the enclosure lll. The panel 32 is provided with four 
rows 33 of apertures, each row including 30 apertures ar 
ranged in groups of ñve with a space between each suc 
cessive group. The panel 32 also includes two short rows 
of apertures 34 in which the counting pegs may be in 
serted at the start and completion of the game. The 
apertures are thus arranged in the manner which is con 
ventional for Cribbage boards. 
As will also be noted from the drawings, four cylindri 

cal projections 35, these projections 35 being located 
adjacent the corners of the panel. As indicated in FIG 
URE 3 of the drawings, sockets 36 extend vertically into 
the wall structure of the receptacle It) at the junctures of 
the side walls and end walls. The projections 35 snugly 
fit within the sockets 36 to hold the cover panel 32 in 
enclosure closing position. 
The various auxiliary game counting panels 31 are 

identical shape and size and differ only in the `arrange 
ment of the rows of apertures such as 37 in FIGURE 7 
of the drawings. The rows of apertures are arranged 
in a pattern most suitable for the counting of a particular 
game and rows of indicia such as 39 are provided ad 
joining the rows of apertures to facilitate the keeping of 
the score. The particular game board 31 illustrated in 
FIGURE 7 is arranged to be useful in the scoring of the 
game of five hundred and the panel 31 is provided with 
foin' rows 37 of apertures, the four rows being arranged 
in pairs. The rows of each pair are designed to indicate 
plus and minus scores in increments of 10 points from 
zero to l0() and then apertures to indicate 200, 300, 400 
and 500. When the score of 100 is attained, a peg is 
allowed ̀ to remain in the adjoining aperture and another 
peg is used to indicate scores to 200. When a score of 
20() is reached, rthe peg is moved from the aperture desig 
nated 100 to the kaperture designated 200. The scoring 
continues in a similar manner until the score of 500 is 
reached. 

Each of the auxiliary game panels is provided on its 
upper surface which bears the indicia with sockets 4@ 
near the corners of the rectangular panels. As indicated 
in FIGURES 1 and 2 ̀ of the drawings, the undersurfaces 
of the auxiliary panels are provided with generally cylin 
drical projections 41 which are spaced similarly to the 
sockets 40 and are aligned therewith. As a result, the 
various auxiliary panels may be stacked in superimposed 
relation in surface Contact as indicated in the drawings 
so as to be ̀ locked together. This feature is of importance 
as the indicia on the various panels is usually in raised 
letters on the surface of the panels. As the panels are 
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4l 
usually formed of plastic, as is the enclosure 10, the 
sliding of the panels one upon the other would have a 
tendency to cause wear. By locking the panels together, 
‘they may be stored in a compact state and be free of slid 
ing movement from one another. 
As is indicated in FIGURES 5 and 6 `of the drawings, 

the upper surface of the cover panel 32 is also provided 
with sockets 4-3 which are designed to accommodate the 
projections '4I of any of the auxiliary panels described. 
Thus, when any of the auxiliary »panels are to be used, 
they may be engaged on the cover panel which forms a 
base or support. The auxiliary panels are of proper size 
to cover all of the apertures in the cover panel when 
mounted in place thereupon. 

In accordance with the patent statutes, I have described 
the principles of construction and operation of my im 
provement in counting boards, and while I ‘have en 
deavored to set forth the best embodiment thereof, I 
desire to have it understood that changes may be made 
within the scope of the following claim without departing 
from the spirit of my invention. 

I claim: 
A game counting apparatus including an enclosure in 

cluding a bottom panel and rectangularly arranged side 
wall panels connected thereto »and extending upwardly 
therefrom, a pair of parallel partition walls extending 
Ábetween two opposed Walls of said enclosure dividing the 
area of said bottom panel into a center compartment 
means and side compartment means between said parti 
tions and the remaining side walls, said partitions being 
`of substantially less height than said side walls, a plurality 
of game counting panels within said enclosure and rest 
ing upon said partition walls, each of said game counting 
panels having apertures »therein arranged in a manner 
for use in keeping the score of a game and including in 
dicia adjacent the apertures to assist in the keeping of 
the score, each of said panels having a plurality of pro 
jections extending in parallel relation from one surface 
and having corresponding sockets in the opposite surface 
for accommodating the projections of an adjoining panel, 
the projections and the corresponding sockets being in 
axial alignment, a top closure panel of sufficient dimen 
sions so as to overlie said side wall panels, said top closure 
panel having sockets therein disposed in one face for 
accommodation of the projections of any of the ñrst 
named panels and having projections on its other face 
spaced outwardly with respect to the sockets in its said 
one face, said side walls having pockets disposed in the 
upper edges thereof for accommodation of the projec 
tions `on said other face of said closure panel. 
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